
J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Puduhkottai - 622 422

Departm ent of Biotechnologv

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feeclback Analysis Report (2018 - 2019)

1. Almost all the faculty members were satisfied regarding the suitability of the syllabus

to the respective courses.

2. The syllabus was developed according to the local and global needs. Hence there was

significant response from the faculty members.

3. The core courses and allied courses which the department off.ers presently has to be

modifled marginally.
4. The major based elective courses and the skill based elective courses offered are

much appreciated.

5. The practical courses currently taken up by the students cover the core courses

syllabus which they study theoretically, suggestions were given fbr the inclusion of
more of practical courses within the curriculum.

6. The enrichment of the knowledge and understanding of the syllabus of the respective

course by the students is good but has to be furlher improved.

7 . The courses are distributed evenly throughout the semester. But few marginal changes

could be made.

8. The distribution of the credits fbr the courses were tairly distributed.

9. Enough time is provided to complete the syllabus and also to carry out the revision

work.

10. Almost 100% of the syllabi meets the standard of the students.

11. The students are regularly motivated to learn beyond the curriculum to a greater

extent.

12. As we do revision of the curriculum regularly every three years, the faculty members

were satisfied greatly,

13.'fhe text books what we prescribe rreets thoroLrghly the course contents.

14. Though enough books are available in the library, f-ew more books are required,

15. The overall content of the curriculum is Excellent by the Faculty members.

CONCLUSION
More number of Skill development courses is needed. Internship is in need to add in the

syllabi.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Microbiology

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 -2019)

1. 79%o of teachers suggested that 85 to 100% of syllabus is suitable to the specified

course. 2lo/o of teachers suggested that it was 70 to 84%.

2. 75oh of teachers put fbru,arded that the syllabus is signifrcantly need based, locally

relevant and globally competent.

3. 88% of teachers interpreted that the core courses and allied courses off.ered were fully
ref evant to the programme. lloh of teachers f'elt it is moderately relevant.

4. 84% of teachers stated that they are fully satisfled with the options provided under

M.B.E. and S.B.E. and 9o/o of teachers f-elt they are reasonably satisfied.

5. 860% of teachers put forwarded that there is significantly proper balance between theory

and practical's. I l%o of teachers felt it is moderate.

6. 79% of teachers suggested that the syllabus significantly enrich the knowledge and

understanding ofthe course by the students.

7. 81% of teachers justified that the courses are significantly evenly distributed semester-

wise and l3oh of teachers f'elt it is moderate.

8. 7 8%o of teachers felt that the distribution of credits fbr the course is significant and 1 5

%o of teachers felt it is moderate.

9 . 89% of teachers strongly agreed that they fbund enough time to complete the syllabus

and l2o/o of teachers fblt to a cefiain extent.

10.91% of'teachers f-elt that the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard above 90%of
the students.

11.86% of teachers regularly encouraged the students to learn beyond the Curriculum and

16%o of teachers felt it 70 to 89Yo.

12.83% of teachers are satisfied that above 90oh of revision was dine on the curriculum

every three years"

13.78% of teachers thoroughly prescribed Text Books meet the Course content and l5oh

of teachers f-elt it was satisfactorily.

14.84% of teachers stated that the books available significantly in the library are sufficient

and 12o/o of teachers fblt it is moderate.

15.90% of teachers suggested that the overall content of the Curriculum is excellent and

8% of teachers felt it is good.

Conclusion: The overall t-eedback suggestion given by the teachers suggests that they found

enough time to complete the syllabus and the overallcontent of the curriculum was excellent.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Dcpa rtnr ent of Riochemistrv

Tcachcr's Fcedback on Curriculum

Feedbacli Analysis Report (2018 - 2019)

Feedback on curriculum was collected fiom the faculty members. Follor,ving are the

observations:

1 . All the faculty members rvere satisfied to the core regarding the suitability of the

syllabus to tlre respective corrrscs.

2. The syllabus was designed carefirlly tal<ing into consideration tlie local and global

needs. Hence there was significant response fiom tlre taculty members.

3. The core coLlrses and allied courses which tlre depafirrrent offers presently has to be

modif-red marginally.
4. The major based elective courses and the skill based elective courses oflered are

much appreciated.

5. Though the practical courses currently taken up by the str.rdents cover the core courses

syllabus wlrich they study theoretically, suggestions were given for the inclusion of
more of practical courses within the curriculum.

6. The enrichment of the knowledge and understanding of the syllabus of the respective
course by the students is good but lras to be further improved.

7. The courses are distributed evenly throughout the semester. Br.tt few marginal changes

could be made.

8. The distribution of the credits 1br the coLrrses are fairly distributed.

9. Enough tirne is provided to cor-nplete the syllabLrs and also to carry out the revision
work.

10. Ahnost 100% of the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students.

ll. The students are regularly rlotivated to learn beyond the curriculllm to a greater

extent.

12. As we do revision of the curriculum regr-rlarly every three years, the faculty members

were satisfied greatly.

13. The text books which we prescribe meets thoroughly the course contents.

14. Though enough books are available in the library, fer,v more books are required.
15. The overall content of-the curriculum has been certifled as "Very good".

Concluding Remaks
Our faculty mernbers are satisfled to a greater extent towards the relevance of the

information pertaining to the curriculum with f.ew snggestions like:
o Introduction of- practical coLlrses in all the semesters

r Internship to be made mandatory fbr tlre post-graduation students

. More of sl<ill developing oourses to be inclLrded in near flture

. Biology to be included as one of the allied courses
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Botany

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Fcedback Analysis Report (2018 -2019)

1. 100% of the teachers have specilled that the syllabus for the specified course is

highly suitable and remaining teachers have said as suitable.

2. 100% of the teachers have stated that the syllabus is fully need based; locally relevant,

globally competent and remaining have stated that it is partially relevant.

3. 100% of the teachers have stated that the core eourse and allied courses are fully

relevant to the programme and remaining has stated that it is reasonable.

4. l5% of the teachers have rated that they are greatly satisfied with choices under

M.B.E and S.B.E and ntost of them have rated it is moderate.

5. 100% of the teachers have said that there is a proper balance betrveen theory and

practical significantly and lrave said tl'rat it is moderate.

6. 100% of the teachers have said that the syllabus fully enriches the knowledge and

understanding of the students and others have said that it significantly satisfies.

7. 100% of the teachers have stated that the courses are very well evenly distributed

semester-wise and others have stated that it is moderate.

8. 100% of the teachers rated that they are highly satisfied with the distribution of

credits, semester-wise and most of them are satisfied.

9.100% of the teachers strongly agree that there is enough time to complete the syllabus

and f'ew teachers have agreed to it.

10. 100% of the teachers t'eel the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the

students very well and others are satistled.

1 1. 100% of the teachers encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum

regularly.

12. 100% of the teachers are satisfied with the revision of the curiculum everv three

years to a very great extent.



13. 100% of the teachers are highly satisfled with the prescribed text books for the

course content and f'ew aire satisfled.

14. 100% of- the teachers are very well satisfied with the books available in the library

and otl-rers f.eel it is moderate.

15. 100% of the teachers have very good opinion on the overall content of the

curriculum and few have said it is good.

CONCLUDING REMARKS:

All the teachers have said that the content of the syllabus was rated in maximum level

and have stated that the syllabus is partially need based, locally relevant, globally competent.

They have rated that they are highly satisfied with the books available in the main Library and

Depafiment of Library as wellas.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai -622 422

Department of PhYsics

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 :2019)

1. The faculty members insisted that syllabus is apt with the specified course up to 85 %.

Z. 95yo of faculty members were fully satisfied with the syllabus content and stated that it

globally competent and need based.

3. g0% of faculties stated that core corlrse and allied courses were fully relevant.

4. 75 yo of faculties members satisfied to the greater extent with optional papers of M.B.E

and S.B.E.

5. Most of the faculties felt that the syllabus was fiamed with a significant balance

between theoretical work and laboratory work.

6. 80 % of faculties were pleasecl to inform the syllabus ptays a vital role in enrich

l<nou'ledge and understanding of the students.

7. 80 % of staff were felt significantly, l0 oh very well and reaming as moderate rate

regarding the even distribution of courses semester wise'

8. The distribution of credit point fbr the course is significantly very well'
g. With respect to the syllabus completion 80 o% strongly agree and20 oh agtee with the

time to complete the sYllabus

1 0. 80 % of faculties felt the quantum of syllabi to meet the standard of the students

11.70 o/o of the faculties said that they are regularly encouraging the students to learn

beyond the curriculum

12.70 % of faculties fett that they have 90 o% of satisfaction with the revision of the

curriculum everY three Year

13. g0 o% of faculties reported that the prescribed text books rneet the course content

satistactory.

14.75%ofthefacultiessaidthatthebooksmeet availableinthetibraryaresuf-t'icientfor

the syllabus and competitive exams.

15. Overalt BO % of the faculties f-elt very good regarding the entire content of the

curriculum.

CONCLUDING REMARKS:

The teacher's feedbacl< stated the suitability of the syllabus to the specified course,

distributions of credits points, completion on of the syllabus within the time were all framed in

a great manner.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Chemistry

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 - 2019)

l. 60% of the teachers feel that the syllabus is much satisfactory with the specified course.

2. Most of'the teachers feels that the syllabus need based and locally, globally well competent,

3. 80% of the teachers feel that the core courses and allied courses are reasonably relevant to

the program.

4. Most of the teachers are moderately satisfactory with the options provided under MBE &
SBE.

5.80% of the teachers feel that there is a proper balance between theory and Practical's.

6. To a greater extent of the teachers are fulfilled with the range of syllabus as it enriches the

knowledge and helps in understanding the course of the students.

7. 100% of the teachers completely satisf'actory with distribution of courses semester wise.

8. 60% of the teachers feel that the significant worth of the credits fbr the course f-air.

9. 100% of the teachers are strongly agreed with enough time to complete the syllabus.

10. More than 80% of the teachers f'eel the quantum of the syllabi meets standard of the

students.

I 1. Most of the teachers encourage often the students to learn beyond the curriculum.

12. 80% of the teachers satisfied with the revision of curriculum every three years. So the

feedback is positive.

13. 60% of the teachers thoroughly prescribe that the text books meets the course content.

14. Most of the teachers f-eel that the library is sufficient for the syllabus.

15. To a good extent of teachers fbels that the overall content of the curriculum is very good.

Conclusion

The teachers are highly satisfled with the courses and syllabi. They have be, since they tiamed

the syllabus. They were brief-ed about the next revision and advised to go through the syllabus
implemented in institutions of excellence and prepare unit wise syllabi fbr implementation
frorn 2019-2020. They were asked to identify suitable textbooks fbr the revised syllabus.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Mathematics

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 -2019)
The new curriculr.rm was introduced during the academic year 2016 - 2017. Based on

the new pattern the course outcome and the program outcome were designed by the members

of Board of Studies. The syllabus was updated based on recent changes and developments in

the concerned field of study. 5 point scale ranking was followed for giving feedback the

following are the analysis and interpretation.

1. Regarding syllabus suitability to the specified course, 9%o of teachers agree with 85% to
100% and 91Yo of teachers agree with 70 to 84o/o.

2. About the syllabus need based locally relevant and globally competent, 65oh of- teachers

agree with significant, 3l o/o of teachers said it is very well and 4%o of teachers said it is
moderate.

3,65% teachers agree that the core course and allied courses offered are fully relevant to the

programme, reasonable by 3\% of teachers and partially by 4% of-teachers.

4.22% of teachers satisfles with the option provided under MBE and SBE is greater extent,

48%o of teachers satisfies with moderate and 3O%o of teachers satisfies with somewhat.

5. About the proper balance between theory and practical's (lab work) 22%o of teacher's agree

with signifi cant, 650/o said it is very welI and rernaining 13oh with moderate.

6. 35% of teachers agree that the syllabus is significantly enrich the knowledge and

understanding of the course by the students, 6l%o of teachers agree with very well and 4Yo of
teachers said it is moderate

7. About the courses evenly distributed semester wise, 57oh of teachers said it is significant and

43Yo of teachers said it is very well.

8.31% of teachers said that the distribution of credits fbrthe course is fairly significant, very

well by 39o/o and moderate by 30%.

9.83% of teachers strongly agree with the time is enough to complete the syllabus and 17o/o of
teachers agree.

10. About quantum ofthe syllabi meets the standard of the students, 18%o of teachers feel above

90oh,78oh teel T1oh to 89o/o and 4o/o agree with 50o/o to 69%.

11.61% of the teachers encourage regularly the students to learn beyond the curriculum and

remaining 39oh often.

12. About the revision of the curriculum every three years, 30% of teachers satisfy with above

90Yo and 70%o of teachers satisfles with 70%o to 89%.

13.23% of teacher's agree with thoroughly and77%o as satisfactory. regarding text books meet

the course content



14. 56% of teacher's agree with the option very well for books available in the library sufficient

for the syllabus and remaining 44% said it is moderate.

15. On the overall content of the curriculum 75o/o said excellent and25o/o as very good.

Conclusion: Teacher's highly satisfied on the overall content ofthe cuniculum. But insisted

to include more elective courses in PG, planned to include new coLlrse "Graph Algorithm" is

elective course in PG mathematics as research oriented in the fourlh semester.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Computer Science

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 -2019)

Teachers' feedback on the questions about the curriculum, courses, syllabi, relevance of

the core and allied courses to the programme, distribution of courses in the semesters,

distribution of credits, text books prescribed, library t-acility fbr refbrence and overall content

of the curriculum were distributed and collected inJanuary 2019.7 duly filled in forms were

received. Five points scale of ranking was fbllowed for every question. The following is the

analysis and interpretation of the responses.

l. For the question about the suitability of the syllabus to the specified course, 100% of the

teachers answered it is 85-100% suitable.

2. About the relevance of the syllabus to the need and global competence, 100oA feel it is very

well relevant.

3. For the question about the relevance of- core courses and allied courses relevant to the

progralnme ,7 7oh say they are fully relevant, 29o/o say it is reasonable.

4. When asked about the options given to skill and major base elective courses 86% say they

are satisfied to the great extenl, 14o/o say they are moderately satisfied with the choices

given.

5. When asked about the balance between the theory and practical 14% say it is significantly

well, T lo/o say it is very well and the remaining l4%o say it is moderate'

6. For the question about the enrichment of knowledge and understanding of the courses in

students by the syllabi, 29Yo say it is significant, the remaining 71o/o say it is very well'

7. For the question about the distribution of courses semester wise 86% say it is significantly

done, the remaining 14o/o say it is very well done.

B. When asked about the distribution o1'credits,7loh say it is signiticantly done, the remaining

29o/o say they are moderately satisfied.

g. When asked if the time given to complete the syllabi is suffice T loh feel it is strongly suffice

the remaining2go/o feel it is suffice.

10. For the question about their feeling about the quantum of the syllabus meeting the standard

of the student, ZgYofeel above 90% of the syllabus meets the standard of the student, the

remaining TlYo feelit is 70-89%o relevant.



11. When asked whether the teachers encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum

57oh say they are regularly doing it, 29o/o say they are doing it often, the remaining 14%

say they're rarely doing it.

12. When asked whetl-rer they're satisfied with the revision of the curriculum every three years,

7lo/o say they're satisfied above 90o/o,the rernaining 29'/, say they are satisfied 70-89%.

13. When asked whether the prescribed textbooks meet the course content 100% say it is

thoroughly met.

14. When asked if the books available in the library suffice fbr the syllabus, 7lo/o feel it is

significantly sufficient, the remaining2gYo f-eel it is very well sufficient.

15. When asked about the opinion of the overall content of the curiculum 43% feel it is

Excellent, 43o/o feel it is very good, the remaining l4o/o feel it is good.

Conclusion: The overall fbedback of the teachers about the curriculum, courses, syllabi,

relevance of the core and allied courses to the programme, distribution of courses in the

semesters, distribution of credits, prescribed text books, library facility for reference and

overall content of the curriculum is good. Their valuable suggestions for the improvement

of the curriculum and the other facilities are noted for implementation in future.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Information Technology

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 -2019)

1) 80% of the faculties have said that the syllabus is suitable to the specified course very
well and remaining 20o/o are good.

2) 100% of the faculties have said that the syllabus is fully based locally relevant and

globally competent.

3) All the faculties have said that the core courses and allied courses offered are fhlly
relevant to the program.

4) 100% of the f-aculties given "greatly satisfled" rating to our satistaction with choices
r.rnder Maj orBased E lective and S ki I lBasedE I ective.

5) 100% of the faculties have said that a proper balance between theory and practical is

significant.

6) All the faculties have said that our syllabus is fLlly enrich the knowledge of the students.
7) All the faculties have said that the courses are evenly distributed semester wise very

well.
8) 80% of the faculties are highly satisfied with the distribution of credits semester wise

and 20o/o of the faculties are satisfied.

9) All the faculties strongly agree that the teachers find enough time to complete the
syllabus.

10) All the faculties have said that above 90% of the quantum of syllabi meets the standard

of the students and other faculties fbel only seventy to eighty-nine of the quanta of
syllabi meets the standard of the students.

11) Most of the faculties said that we are regularly encouraging the students to learn beyond
the curriculurn.

12) Most of the f'aculties 90% satisfled with the revision of the curriculum every three years.

13) 100% of the faculties have said that the prescribed text book meet the course content
thoroughly.

l4) Most of the faculties have said that tlie books are available in library is significantly
sufficiently fbr the syllabus.

15) All of the faculties given excellent opinion on the overall content of the curriculum.

Conclusion: Most of our faculties are satisfled the syllabus. Because, new courses are

introduced" Maximum number of faculties are said that within the time to finished their

syllabus. All faculty members are satisfied with the college infrastructure facilities.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Computer Application

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 -2019)

l.12% of the Teachers have specified that the syllabus fbr the specified course is highly

suitable and2SYo of teacher"s have said as suitable .

2. 50% of the teachers have stated that the syllabus is fully need based, locally relevant,

globally competent and 50o/o have stated that it is partially relevant.

3.72% of the teachers have stated that the core course and allied courses are fullv

relevant to the programme and 28Yo have stated that it is reasonable.

4. 27% of teachers have rated that they are greatly satisfied with choices under M.B.E

and S.B.E andl3o/o of them have rated it is moderate.

5. 73% of the teachers have said that there is a proper balance between theory and

practical significantly and 27o/o have said that it is moderate.

6. 8l% of the teachers have said that the syllabus f'ully enrich the knowledge and

understanding of the students and l9oh have said that it significantly satisfies.

1. 54% of the teachers have stated that the courses are very well evenly distributed

semester-wise and 46Yo have stated that it is moderate.

8. 27% of teachers have rated that they are highly satisfied with the distribution of

credits, semester-wise and 73% of them are satisfied.

9.73% of the teachers strongly agree that there is enough time to complete the syllabus

and 2lo/o of teachers have agreed to it.

10.73% of the teachers f-eel the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students

very well and 2lo/o are satisfled.

11. I00% of the teachers encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum

regularly.

12. 100% of the teachers are satisfied with the revision of the cumiculum everv three

years to a very great extent.



13.72% of the teachers are highly satisfled with the prescribed text books tbr the course

content and i8% are satisfied.

14. g0% of the teachers are very well satisfied with the books available in the library

and l0o/o feel it is moderate.

b. g0% of teachers have very good opinion on the overall content of the curricuium

and l\Yo have said it is good.

CONCLUDING REMARKS:

100% of the teachers have said that the syllabus significantly enrich the knowledge

and understanding of the students and have stated that the syllabus is parlially need based,

locatly relevant, globally competent. They have rated that they are highly satisfied with the

distribution of credits, semester-wise .The teachers encourage the students to learn beyond

the curriculum regularly. The teachers are very well satisfied with the books available

in the library"
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Visual Communication

Teacher's Feedback on Curuiculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 -20t9)
1. The syllabus suitability to the specified course, 75oh of teachers agree with 85o/o to

100% of teachers agree withT0o/oto 84o/o.

2. The syltabus need based locally relevant and globally competent 60oh of teachers agree

with signifi cant, 4Oo/o of teachers agree said it is very well'

3. 75yo ofteachers agree that the core course and allied courses offered are fully relevant

to the programme, reasonable by 25oh of teachers'

4. 600/o of teachers satisfies with the option provided under M.B.E and S.B.E is greater

extent, 40Yo of teacher satisfies with moderate.

5. The proper balance between theory and practical's (lab work) 50%o of teachers agree

with signifi cant, 50%o said it is very weil.

6. 600/o of teachers agree that the syllabus is signiflcantly enrich the knowledge and

understanding of the course by the students, 4Ooh of teachers agree with very well.

7. The course evenly distributed semesterwise 50% of teachers said it is significant and

50% of teachers said it is very well.
g. 60% of teachers said that the distributed of credits for the course is fairly significant,

very well by 40%.
g. 60% ofteachers strongly agree with the time is enough to complete the syllabus and

40o/o of teachers agree'

10. euanturn of the syllabi meets the standard of the students, 75%oof teachers feel above

90o ,25o tbel 70o/o to 89o/o.

11.75%of teachers encourage regularly the students to learn beyond the curriculum.

12. The revision of the curriculum every three years, 75oh of teachers satisfy with above

90%.

1 3 . Text book meet the course content 60Vo of teachers agree with thorough ly and 40o/o as

satisfactory.

14.75% of teachers agree with the option very well for book available in the library

sufficient fbr the syllabus, 25o/o said it is moderate'

15. The overall content of the curriculum 50% said it is excellent and 50o/o as very well.

Conclusion

Techers highly satisfled on the overall content of the curriculum'
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukhottai - 622 422

Department of Hotel Management and Catering Science

Tcacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Ircerlhacli Anall,sis Rcport (20I8 - 2019)

Teachers' t-eedbacl< on the curriculum on the questions about the aptness and relevance of the

syllabi to the programme, choices given under skill and major base elective courses.

distribution ol courses through semesters, distribution of credits, time given to complete the

syllabus, overall content of the curriculum is distributed and coltected in April 2018.5 duly

filled in fbrms were received. Five points scale of ranking was followed for every question.

The following is the analysis and interpretation of the responses.

1.Suitabilityof-thesyllabustotlrespecifiedprogramme,l00o oftheteaclrersanswereditis

90- 100% suitable.

2. Relevance of the syllabirs to the need and conrpetence 100% fbel it is highly relevant.

3. Relevance olcore courses and allied courses relevant to the prograillme, 50% say they are

firlly satisfied, 50o/o say it is reasonable.

4. Choices given to skill and Major Based Elective courses 30oh say they are greatly satisfied

and70o/o say they are satisfied with the choices given.

5. Proper balance betu'een the theory and the practical courses 100% of the staff gave the

option of highly relevant.

6. 70o/o of the teachers are fully satisfied with the enrichment of knowledge and understanding

of the students through the syllabi, 30oh say it is to a significant level.

7. For the question about the distribution of courses semester wise 60% say it is very well

done, the rernairring 20o/o say it is somervhat done, rernaining 20Yo say some serrresters re-

overloaded.

8. Rate of satisfaction by the distributiorr of credits, 30Vo say they are highly satisfred the

remaining 70o/o say they are satisfied.

9. For the question about tlre time given to complete the syllabus 60Vo feel it is strongly

sul'ticing the remaining20oh feel it is somewhat sufficed and the remaining 2Oo/o say they

are moderately satisfied.

10. Quantum of the syllabi meet the standard of the students majority of the staff 80% given

the high opinion.

11. Encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum 100% of the staff strongly agree.

12.80% of the staff satisfred with the revision of the curriculum every three years.



13. Related to prescribed text books meet the course content 80% ofthe staff strongly agree.

14.100% of the staff gave excellent option about the books available in the library sufficient

for the syllabus.

15,40% of'the teachers feel the overall content of the curriculum is very good, 60% f'eel it is

good.

Teaclrers' t-eedbacl< on the questions aboLrt the sLritability and relevance of the syllabi

to the prograrnl-ne. choices given under skill and Major BasedElective courses, distribution of

courses through semesters. distribution of credits, time given to complete the syllabus, overall

content of the curriculum is good. Their valuable suggestions fbr tlre improvement of the

curriculum are observed and noted fbr turther implementation,
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Physical Education, Health Education and sports

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 -20t9)

l. 80% of staff said that the syllabus was suitable for the specified course

was upto 85 -lOO% and2OYo of the faculty said it was up to 72 -84%

2. Nearly half of the teacher's stated that the syllabus is fully need based

locally relevant and globally competent and remaining stated that it is

partially relevant.

3. 80% of the faculty said that the Core courses and the allied Courses

Offered are relevant to the programme reasonably and 20oh said that it

was fully relevant.

4. 80% of the faculty are greatly satisfied with the choices under M.B.E and

S.B.E and20oh 0f staffs were partially satisfied.

5. The 80%faculties considered that the syllabus enriched the Knowledge

and understanding of the students fully and 20 o/o said it was significant.

6. 40% 0f the faculties said that the courses were evenly distributed

semester-wise very well and 6OYo said it was somewhat distributed.

7. Few teachers have rated that they are highly satisfied with the distribution

of the credits, semester-wise and most of them are satisfied.

8. Almost all the faculty strongly agreed that they found enough time to

complete the syllabus in time.

g. The opinion of the overall curriculum was very good for 80% of the

faculties and good for 20o/o of the faculties.

l0.Nearly 80% of the faculty felt that the quantum of the syllabi met the

standard of the students above gOYo and20oh ofthe faculty members said

it was up to 70 to 89%.

1 l.Almost all the faculty said that they insisted the students to learn in your

the curriculum regularly.



12.80% of the faculty are satisfied with the revision of the curriculum every

year was above 90oh and 20 percentage felt that satisfaction level was 70

-89%

13.Almost all the faculty accepted that the textbooks met the course content

satisfactorily & few said that it met thoroughly

14.80% percentage of the faculty said that the booksavailable in the library

was moderately sufficient for the syllabus and 20 oh said that it was well.

15.Almost all the faculty accepted that overall content for the curriculum

was excellent and few said it was very good.

Concluding Remarks:

The faculty members had a satisfied opinion on the cumiculum

stating that the syllabus was suitable for the specified course and they are

highly satisfied with the distribution of the credits, semester-wise.They

found that the syllabus enriched the Knowledge and understanding of the

students fully.They also accepted that overall content for the curriculum was

excellent .
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Commerce with Computer Application

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculunr

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 - 2019)

l. For the question, Syltabus suitable to the specified course, 600/o of them stated that

Syllabus suitable to the specified course is 85 to 1000 ,40% ofthem stated that Syllabus

suitable to the specified course is70-84%.

2. For the question, syllabus need based, locally relevant and globally competent, T0o

of thern stated that syllabus need based, locally relevant and globally competent is very

well, 2Oo/o of them stated that syllabus need based, locally relevant and globally

competent is significant and 10% of them stated that syllabus need based, locally

relevant and globally competent is moderate.

For the question, Core courses and allied courses offered relevant to the

programm e,50oh of thern stated that Core courses and allied courses ot red relevant

to the programrte is f-ully and 50%o of them stated that Core courses and allied courses

ofl'ered relevant to the progralrlme is reasonably.

4. For the question. Satisfied with the options provided under MBE and SBE, 50% of
them stated that Satisfied with the options provided under MBE and SBE is moderate,

40%o of them stated that Satistied with the options provided under MBE and SBE is

greater extent and 10o/o of them stated that Satisf red with the options provided under

MBE and SBE is somewhat.

5. For the question, Proper balance befween theory and practical,60oh of them stated

that Proper balance between theory and practical is very well20%o of them stated that

Proper balance between theory and practical is significant and 20o/o of them stated that

Proper balance between theory and practical is moderate.

6. For the question, Syllabus enrich the knowledge and understanding of the course

to the students, 90% of them stated that Syllabus enrich the knowledge and

understanding of tlre course to the students is very well and 10o/o ot- them stated that

Syllabus enrich the knowledge and understanding of the course to the studerrts is

moderate.

7. For the question, Courses evenly distributed semester wise, 80o/o of them stated that

Courses evenly distributed semester wise is very welI and 20o/o of them stated that

Courses evenly distributed semester wise is significant.

8. For the question, Distribution of credits for the course fair,70o/o of them stated that

Distribution of credits for the course fair is very well and 30oh of them stated that

Distribution of credits for the course fair is significant.

g. For the question, enough time to complete the syllabus,600/o of them stated that

Enough time to complete the syllabus is agreed and 40oh of them stated that enough

time to complete the syllabus is strongly agreed.



l0.Forthe question, Quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students,600%
of the stakeholders stated that Quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students

is 7O-89oh, 20o/o of the stakeholders stated that Quantum of the syllabi meets the

standard of the students is above 90oh and20o/o of the stakeholders stated that Quanturn
of the syllabi meets the standard of the students is 50-690/o.

1 1. For the question, encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum, 60%o of
them stated that encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum is regularly,

30% ofthem stated that encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum is often

and 10o/o of them stated that encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum is

sometimes.

12. For the question, Satisfied with the revision of the curriculum every three years,

80% of thern stated that Satisfred with the revision of the curriculum every three years

is above 9oo/o, 10oh of them stated that Satisfied with the revision of the curriculum
every three years is 70-89% and l0o/o of them stated that Satisfied with the revision of
the curriculum every three years is 50-69%.

13. For the question, prescribed text books meet the course content, 10%o of them stated

that Prescribed text bool<s meet the course content is thoroughly, of them stated that

Prescribed text books meet the course content is satisfactorily and 10% of thern stated

that Prescribed text books meet the course content is poorly.

14. Forthe question, Books available in the library sufficient for the syllabus,50% of
them stated that Books available in the library suf-ticient fbrthe syllabus is significantly,
40% of them stated that Bool<s available in the library suf-ficient fbrthe syllabus is very
well and l0% of- them stated that Books available in the library sufficient fbr the

syllabus is moderately.

15. For the question, Overall content of the curriculum , 50o of them stated that Overall

content of the curriculum is very good, 300% of them stated that Overall content of the

curriculum is excellent and20o/o of them stated that Overall content of the curiculum
is good.

Conclusion:

The teacher feedback is highly positive but reveals that the preparation for the next

revision of syllabihas begun.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
- Sivapuram Post, Puduhhottai - 622 422

Department of Rusiness Administration

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 - 2019)

l.Onthesuitabilityofthesyllabusfbrthecourses underUCandPGalltheteachers
have ticl<edthe firsttwo options. B8% flnd the syllabus highly relevant( 85-100%). Only
12o1o tlnd it relevant upto 70-84%

2, On the syllabus rneeting local and global requirements all the respor-rdents felt it
was highly relevant to local needs and globally relevant.

3. On the relevance of-the core and allieci coursestothe programme 88% have given a

highly positive response.

4. All the respondents were highly satisfred rvjth the choices under MBEs and SBEs.

5. On the balance betr,veen theory and practicals all the respondents felt there was a

fine balance. They have ticked the first tr,vo options.

6. On the syllabLrs prornoting the l<nowledge and understanding of students the
respondents ticl<ed either (a) significantly (63%) or (b) very well (37%). There were no
negative responses.

7. On the distribLrtion of stuciy'load semester-wise. 88% ticked the flrst option
(significantly) and another l2%; option (b) r,c'11, 11,s11

8.. On the distribLrtion of credits among serresters allthe respondents r,vere highly
satisfled

9.. Similarly all the respondents agreecl that they had enough tirne to complete the
syllabLrs

10. On the s1,'llabLrs quantLlm rrecting sludent standards too the respondents have
ticked orrly the first option 'above 90(%' and the second option '70-89'yo' .

11, On the teachers encouraging students to Iearn beyond the curriculum and syllabus
all the teachers fblt they did so regulzrrly as a routine.

12. Orr tire level of satisfactiorr with thetriennial revjsion of syllabi also all the
respondents rvere satisfied to the extent of above 90o%

13. On the textbool<s rreeting [he course content 75% ticl<ed the option 'thoroughly'
and 25o/o ticlied the second option'satisfhctorill,'

14. On the sLrfilciencv ollibrar'l,resources there rvas onl,v positive opinion. Onlythe
f rrst two options rvere ticl<ed

15. In overall rating thc curriculLlnr \vas tbund to bc 'excellent' or'very good'.

l-he teaclret's zrlso u,antecl rnore elective coLlrses fbr PG and SBEs anci MBEs lbr UG

The f-eedbacl< shor,vs the need to oller more SBEs and MBEs fbr UG and electives fbr
PC. Teachers'sLiggestiorrs u,ill bc sought ancl accourrrroclateti in the syllabus revision.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai * 622 422

I)epartment of English

Teacher's Feedtrack on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 : 2019)

l. 960/o of teachers have recorded (85-100% and70-84a/o) to the suitability of syllabus to

the spccified course.

2. Nearly 83% have accepted that the syllabus is need based. locally relevant and globally

competent.

3. Almost all the teachers have recorded their complete acceptance to the relevance of
Core and Allied course olitred in the programme.

4. On the options provided under M.B.E and S.B.E, 9670 of'teachers are satisfied.

5. Most of the teachers {70%) have rated significantly and very u'ell on the balance

betr,veen theory and practical's.

6. 91tt/o of teachers agree that the syllabus enrich the knorvledge of tlie students and also

understanding ofthc coursc is casy for thcnr.

7. On thc evcn distribution of'courscs in every scmestcr, 8770 of tcachers have rccordcd

posilir,e response.

tt. 9l% of'teachers have accepted that the crcdits are cvcnly distributed.

9. On getting enough time to complete the syllabus, 960Z of teachers have agreed strongly.

10. On the quantum of'syllabi rleeting the standards ol students, nT ajority of teachers have

ticked (above 90"/o and 70-89%).

I l. Ncarly 96% of teachers cncourage thc studcnts to learn rcgularly beyond the

curriculum.

I 2. All thc teachers welcome this rncthod of'r:evision of the curriculum cve ry three years.

13. On prcscribcd tcxtbooks rneeting thc coursc content, thc tcachers have 50/50 opinion.

Some have ticked thoroughly and some have ticked satisfactorily.

14. Most of the tcachcrs acccptcd thc suf'flciency of the syllabus rclatcd books in thc library

but a few have moderate opinion.

15. 79o/o of teachers opinioned cxcellcnt and vcry good on the ovcrall content of the

curriculum.

Conclusion

agree with the curriculum, Iibrary facilities, courses provided are all based on thc

development and progression of the students.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Tamil

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2018 -2019)

Teachers' feedback on the questions about the cumiculum, courses, syllabi, relevance of

the core and allied courses to the programme, distribution of courses in the semesters,

distribution of credits, text books prescribed, library facility for reference and overall content

of the curriculum were distributed and collected in January 2019.11 duly filled in forms were

received. Five points scale of ranking was followed for every question. The following is the

analysis and interpretation of the responses.

13. For the question about the suitability of the syllabus to the specified course, 63.6% of the

teachers answered it is 85-100o% suitable, 36.3% of the teachers answered it is 70 - 84%

suitable.

14. About the relevance of the syllabus to the need and global competence,2T.2oh feel it is

significantly,54.5oh feel it is very well and 18.1% feel it moderately.

15. For the question about the relevance of core courses and allied courses relevant to the

programme, 63.60 say they are fully relevant, 18.1% say it is reasonably and 18.1% say

it is partially.

16. When asked about the options given to skill and major base elective courses 72.7o/o say

they aresatisfied to thegreat extent, 18.1% say they are moderately satisfiedwith the

choices given and9.\Yo say they are not at all satisfied.

l7.When asked about the balance between the theory and practical 55.4o/o say it is

significantly well, 45oh say it is very well and the remaining9% say it is moderate.

18. For the question about the enrichment of knowledge and understanding of the courses in

students by the syllabi, 54.5% say it is significant, 27.2oA say it is very well andthe

remaining 18%.say it is moderate.

19. For the question about the distribution of courses semester wise 27.2o/o say it is

significantly done, 63 .6 o/o say it is very well done and the remaining 9% say it is

moderate.

20. When asked about the distribution of credits, 36.3% say it is significantly done, 45.4%

say it is well and the remaining 18.1% say they are moderately satisfied.

21. When asked if the time given to complete the syllabi issuffice 36.3% feel it is strongly

agree, 45/% feel it is agreed and the remaining 18.1% feel it is to a certain extend.



22.For the question about their feeling about the quantum of the syllabus meeting the

standard of the student, 72.7% feel above 90o/o of the syllabus meets the standard of the

student, l1.t% feel 70 - 89% of the syllabus relevant and the remaining TlYo feel it is 70-

89o/o relevant.

23. When asked whether the teachers encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum

909% say they are regularly doing it, the remaining 9oh say they're rarely doing it.

24. When asked whether they're satisfied with the revision of the curriculum every three

years, 81.8% say they're satisfied above 9oo/o, 18.lo/o say they are satisfied 70-89Yo and

the remaining 18.1% say they are satisfied 50-69%.

25. When asked whether the prescribed textbooks meet the course content 63.6% say it is

thoroughly met, 29.2Yo say it is satisfactorily met and the remaining 9o/o say it is not

relevant at all.

26. When asked if the books available in the library sufhce for the syllabus, 45.4% feel it is

significantly sufficient,45.4yo say it is very well sufficient and the remaining 9% feel it is

not at all sufficient.

27. When asked about the opinion of the overall content of the curriculum 63.6% feel it is

Excellent, and the remaining 36.6% feel it is very good,

The overall feedback of the teachers about the curriculum, courses, syllabi, relevance of the

core and allied courses to the programme, distribution of courses in the semesters,

distribution ofcredits, prescribed text books, library facility for reference and overall content

of the cumiculum is good. Their valuable suggestions for the improvement of the curiculum

and the other facilities are noted for implementation in future.
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